Web & App Development

Process & Pricing Guide

Welcome!
Thanks for considering working with Digital Crayon. This guide
provides an overview of how we approach Web & App Development
projects from process to pricing.
Our development philosophy is simple:
Plan well, deliver often, support fully.
Brent Neale

DIRECTOR
0407 966 391
BRENT@DIGITALCRAYON.COM.AU

our services and capabilities
We pride ourselves on the process, remaining inspired and intentional in every
aspect of a job is key to delivering quality every time. We do this across multiple
touch points to help organisations achieve their goals.

Discovery &
Strategy

Creative &
Development

Support &
Updates

A faillure to plan is a plan for failure.

Simple, elegant design that is easy to use, is
rarely easy.

Intuitive support plans that work for you.

At the beginning of every project we ask
the stupid, the obvious, we seek to extract
as much knowledge from your own wealth
and determine a clear strategy and path
forward.
Artefacts:
Brief document
Timeframe Analysis
Requirements Backlog
Development Proposal

With our firm plan in hand, our approach
to design and development is iterative this means we’re constantly delivering and
getting feedback.
Artefacts:
Phone App
Website
Web Software
SAAS Product
E-Commerce
IP Ownership (you own the code)

Development is a continuous journey. Our
support allows you to entrust us with the
maintenance of your website or software
once it has been released. In turn, it means
that any bug fixes and minor features you’d
like to address within the software benefit
from our deep contextual knowledge.
Artefacts:
Montly Website Support
SLA Support (development only)
Iterative development (continual
improvement)
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the process
brief

Broadly speaking, a project is broken
into five phases: Brief, Scope, Development, Releases, and Support.
Normally, the project will go through
the first four stages with the same
project team, before being handed
over to the support team.
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01.1
the brief
The goal of the brief stage is to understand the problem (or opportunity) and set the criteria for its success.
In the brief stage, the problem is unpacked and an initial roadmap is
presented. The roadmap indicates a
broad sense of how the project vision
can be reached.

Initial Conversation
We:
- Talk to you about project fit
- Understand what would constitute a successful project.

commitment
We work with you to understand the time constraint for the project and work
back from your deadline.

outcomes
We will work with you to discuss outcomes, including priority development,
minimu viable product, stretch goals and on-going support.

Pricing
This phase is free - it gives both you
and us the opportunity to discover if
we’re a good fit for each other, while
talking about your project at a high
level.

deliberation
With this initial briefing stage complete, we will both know if we would like to
proceed to the next stage of scoping.

01.2
scoping
The goal of the brief stage is to understand the problem (or opportunity) and set the criteria for its success.
In the brief stage, the problem is unpacked and an initial roadmap is
presented. The roadmap indicates a
broad sense of how the project vision
can be reached.

Discovery
- Defining problem statements
- User and Experts interviews
- Developing user architecture/experience flows

Technical research & backlog
- Review information collected during discovery and conduct internal
research and workshops to define HMW outcomes
- Develop backlog requirements and user stories
- Estimate time using scientific approach

Pricing
Most projects require a minimum of
1 - 2 weeks of scoping.
$4,000 - $8,000

Artifacts
- Brief document
- Timeframe Analysis
- Requirements Backlog
- Development Proposal

01.3
development

Pricing
The pricing here is determined by the
size of the team.
Single Developer + UX/Project Lead
$6,200 + GST/sprint
Two Developers + UX/Project Lead
$8,900 + GST/sprint

We avoid this methodology and use sprints - an iterative cycle which gives you more involvement and
a better, final outcome.
A sprint is a week-long condensed stint of the development phase (planning, development and progress release) with your input before going again and making adjustments.
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Every iteration consists of a series of
meetings and checkpoints to ensure
both customer and team satisfaction,
providing everyone with a chance to
make suggestions and learnings.

Introducing: Sprints
The traditional method of software was called waterfall. It is a sequential methodology based on three
main principles: low customer involvement, strong documentation, and sequential stages.
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The development stage is the part of
the cycle where the product is actually built and tested. The project team
delivers early and often, striving to
maximise learning along the way.
This stage is comprised of iterations
which repeat until development is
finished.
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01.4
support
Software development is a continuous journey. Our application support allows
you to entrust us with the maintenance of your software once it has been released. In turn, it means that any bug fixes and minor features you’d like to address within the software benefit from our deep contextual knowledge of the ap
plication.
In our post-launch support we provide monitoring, maintenance, enhancements
technical expertise and service support.

Service Level Agreement
Depending on our clients individual support requirements, we can provide a Service Level Agreement (SLA) to support your individual needs.
An SLA agreement will be developed upon contract award.

Monthly support
Depending on required level of support and SLA.

FROM

$350+GST
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a note on pricing
We work with our clients to build
projects that accommodate both
product expectations and budgetary
requirements.
We offer 2 pricing models - fixed
price with a variable scope OR
variable price with a fixed scope.

fixed

variable

FIXED PRICE - VARIABLE SCOPE
This assures the initial budget is
maintained.

price

scope

For smaller projects, we recommend
starting with a fixed price and
variable scope, then at the end of the
development period any additional
amount of work could be embarked
upon OR shelved for a later date.

OR

fixed

We find this method leads to no
nasty surprises and no unmet
expectations.
price

scope

variable

VARIABLE PRICE - FIXED SCOPE
This assures that all the elements of
the scope are completed.

003
example project
Each project length varies, but
thanks to our iterative methhod, we
develop ensuring major functions are
developed each week.
This means work can be broken
down into logical releases and tested
and refined.

mon

tue

week 1

Scoping, backlog development & wireframing

week 2 (sprint 1)

Development, testing & release cycle

week 3 (sprint 2)

This short 5 week example project
includes a cost breakdown to
give you an indication on a simple
MVP (minimum viable product)
development.

wed

week 4 (sprint 3)
week 5 (sprint 4)

Finalise development for release 1.0

Scoping
$4,000 + GST
Development [1 Developer + UX/Project Lead]
$6,200 + GST x 4

total project cost = $28,800+ GST
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what
where
alright, who is digital crayon?
when
why
how
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about us
Our Why

Relevant Industry Experience

Digital Crayon (DC) is an Australian web development agency
who deliver custom digital solutions to client challenges.

Digital Crayon have overseen, designed and developed projects for clients of all sizes. Due to
the nature of our work, some of the projects listed below can not be demonstrated due to privacy
and Non-Disclosure Agreements. We’ve also included a rough price guide for the projects for
comparrison.

DC is an ‘agency with purpose’ delivering results that matter
to businesses of all sizes. From CMS-based websites,
through to App development and and custom portals, the
Digital Crayon team also provide full end-to-end project
management and strategic guidance to support our clients
every step of the way.

Freelancers / Contractors
We have built our internal team capabilities to deliver the
full project scope in-house, without needing the additional
support or engagement of external freelancers or offshore
technical aids.

Mackay & Whitsunday Life [$20k]
Technology: Webflow front-end
Integrations: Custom property management tool + CRM integration.
JobFit Systems [$30-$50k]
Technology: ReactJS Front-end
Integrations: 3rd party API and custom backend.
Vayeron [$100k+]
Technology: Laravel, Express.JS, apiDoc, obx State Tree, react-router-dom, Material UI, ChartJS
Integrations include: SAP, PDS Global, Xero, Twilio SMS and SendGrid.
Col Joy Training [$30k+]
Technology: Laravel Headless CMS + Laravel Front-end
Integrations include: Social login/registration, Twillio SMS, SendGrid (mail), Commbank
Rivercity Wholesale Liquor [215k+]
Technology: React.js with node.js backbone, Amazon EC2 Instance / Azure VM and Cloudfare
DDOS prevention.
Integrations include: Microsoft Dynamics 365 Web API, E-way and SendGrid.
2Censor [$45k+]
Technology: AWS Ec2 Ubuntu 18.04 Instance, LAMP/LEMP Stack (Nginx), Portal developed
using Laravel Framework (PHP, Vue.js)
Integrations include: TTN, Xero, Twilio and SendGrid.
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about us

our team

Aiden Payne

Brent Neale

Sophie Townson

Brent’s passion is to see
businesses excel online! A Mackay
local, through and through,
he’s passionate about seeing
businesses in local regions expand
beyond traditional solutions and
use digital tools to extend their
reach, increase leads and promote
industry leadership.

Sophie is a food lover, local supporter,
ghostwriter, homemaker and part-time
gypsy. She has spent the past decade
helping a range of businesses with their
marketing and public relations.

DIRECTOR

DIGITAL SOLUTIONS MANAGER

WEB DEVELOPER

Chris Rowlandson

Puneet Sharma

WEB DEVELOPER

UI/UX DESIGNER

A rev-headed car
enthusiast, Aiden has a
number of years experience
working on enterprisescale applications and
developments. He brings
a wealth of experience in
AWS, server and technology
management as well as
general programming
experience.

Our resident Canadian
super-star Chris brings
the fire when it comes to
all things development.
Chris is our resident reactnative developer working
with clients to create crossplatform apps that are both
highly functional and SUPER
user friendly.

Puneet is a seasoned pro
when it comes to all things
user interface and design.
Having completed postgraduate studies and with
a wealth of experience,
Puneet brings a strategic
and scientific approach to
developing user experiences
that just work.

Emma-Claire Neale

Upile Mkoka

ACCOUNTS & ADMINISTRATION

UI DESIGNER

Emma brings a level headed
approach to administration
and finances and keeps
the team in check. She is
responsible for making sure
projects are on-time (can you
hear that whip cracking) as
well as managing finance for
Digital Crayon.

Upile is an experienced
creative, having worked in
a number of award winning
agencies on both domestic
and international work. He
has spent time traveling
with his music and brings an
unique flair to the projects
he works on.
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about us

some of our clients

Got questions?
Let’s answer them for you.

1300 745 861
HELLO@DIGITALCRAYON.COM.AU

